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						Email marketing 
tools that make profit

						Get rid of restrictions on parsing, verifying and mailing your leads and customers

						
							Try for free
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					Email marketing tools for the whole world 
with AtomPark Software

					
						
																								
																																	
												
													
								
								
																				

												Unlimited mailing
												Send bulk email campaigns around the world without restrictions without getting into spam.

											
							
																																	
												
													
								
								
								
																				

												Parsing and managing lists
												Simple parsing of different domain zones and tools for managing address lists. Verification of purchased bases for greater success in mailing.

											
							
																			

																	
																																	
												
													
								
								
								
								
																				

												Built-in analytics
												Convenient viewing of analytics of openings, clicks and purchases in a simple interface and with video instructions.

											
							
																																	
												
													
								
																				

												Templates or your design
												Use a variety of ready-made templates for mailing or you can order your own branded template to make your mailing even more effective.
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										Get rid of restrictions on the volume and speed of mailing									

									Our programs work with databases of any size and do not limit the sending speed. Install any Atomic software on your PC and see it yourself!

									Download for Free
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														Atomic Mail Sender

														Streamline your bulk email marketing campaigns — create and send personalized email letters.
															High speed of delivery
	Statistics
	Easy-to-use message editor
	Built-in templates

																												Try Atomic Mail Sender in action with a 7 days trial period.

														
																														Download
															Learn more
														

													

													

												

																							
												
																										
														Atomic Email Hunter

														Import existing contacts and find new email addresses.
															Create targeted mailing lists
	Search for email addresses on websites
	Search for email addresses by keywords
	High speed and accuracy of search

																												Try Atomic Email Hunter in action with a 7 days trial period.

														
																														Download
															Learn more
														

													

													

												

																							
												
																										
														Atomic Lead Extractor

														Atomic Lead Extractor will help you create a quality database of cold leads that you can turn into hot by sending them emails, making phone calls, or sending instant messages.
															E-mail address, phone number, Skype and ICQ extracting
	Refined search within a website
	Keyword search
	Search engine settings

																												Try Atomic Lead Extractor in action with a 7 days trial period.

														
																														Download
															Learn more
														

													

													

												

																							
												
																										
														Atomic Email Logger

														Atomic Email Logger (EML) is an email extractor from text, an harvesting email address tool designed to search through files stored on your hard drive and extract email addresses.
															Expand search places
	Email address managing
	Processed files preview

																												Try Atomic Email Logger in action with a 7 days trial period.

														
																														Download
															Learn more
														

													

													

												

																							
												
																										
														Atomic Whois Explorer

														Atomic Whois Explorer is used for finding emails in WHOIS database.
															Works with all types of domains
	Extraction of additional information
	Collect and extract domain names from search engines
	Proxy support

																												Try Atomic Whois Explorer in action with a 7 days trial period.

														
																														Download
															Learn more
														

													

													

												

																							
												
																										
														Atomic Mail Verifier

														Checking the validity of email addresses.
															Verify email syntax
	Verify domains
	Verify emails
	Unlimited lists

																												Try Atomic Mail Verifier in action with a 7 days trial period.

														
																														Download
															Learn more
														

													

													

												

																							
												
																										
														Atomic List Manager

														Managing mailing lists.
															Unlimited number of uploaded lists
	List Managing
	Detecting domains
	Export features

																												Try Atomic List Manager in action with a 7 days trial period.

														
																														Download
															Learn more
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				Do you feel like knowing how to send cold email campaigns?			

			
                
                    Fill out the form and receive the PDF manual with a description in your mail

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                            
                            
                            Get the PDF 
                             
 Loading... 
                        

                    

                

                
                    Thank you!

Confirm your email for we can send manual
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					The universal program for email marketing

					6-in-1 Email Marketing Software
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												Mail Sender
												Send unlimited number of emails
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												Verify email addresses
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												Search for domain owner's emails
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												Search for Emails on the Web
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												Extract email addresses from your hard drive
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												Manage email database
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					Track your mailing campaigns 
to achieve better results
					Web-based bulk marketing services to mailing, verify mailing lists, track email campaign efficiency

					
						
							Atomic Email Tracker
							Atomic Email Tracker tracks all sent email messages and gathers the statistics of your email campaigns. Access data on email opens, click-throughs, pages visited, and much more.

							from $12.85/mo.

							
								Get Started
								Learn more
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              	Try tools for email marketing for free 
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						Who have already tried products 
from AtomPark Software
						
							We won’t be able to tell about ourselves better than our clients who have already felt all the advantages of working with AtomPark Software products. 

Do you feel like leaving a testimonial for a product?

							Leave a testimonial
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	It's simple! I want a free app!
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	The atomic e-mail softwares bundle is our #1 marketing tool!

															

															
																
																	Nielsen P.
																	Nielsen Sound
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	Very good support, fast and helpful.

															

															
																
																	Simon
																	Albergscoaching
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	Great App for email marketing.. i used free trial, now i want to buy the paid app. Highly recommended.
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	Awesome software and support... going to buy full version now.
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																	kkdesign
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									International companies using our software and services:
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												21 samples of messages for texting. Increase sales with simple texts
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												Email Marketing Strategy Tips: How To Improve Your Email Campaign
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                        Everything you must know about AtomPark Software
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                                            What is mass email software?
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                                            Bulk email marketing implies the use of specific software designed to send email messages automatically. This option is the prerogative of bulk email marketing software aimed to solve main email marketing tasks like email addresses search, lists management, user subscription/unsubscription, sending newsletters and monitoring the results.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            What are our products for?
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                                            We have developed a range of Atomic products that are represented by set of indispensable software for efficient email marketing. They include high-speed email extractors, reliable email verifier, full-featured list manager, bulk email sender and detailed email tracker. These Atomic software make up a full package of email marketing solutions to create and send email campaigns followed by monitoring.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            What companies can benefit from our software and services?
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                                            Generally, bulk email marketing is an essential part for any small and medium business company. There is no difference what kind of business branches your activity relates to. Anyway you need to contact with clients, leads and customers. Atomic bulk email software makes this communication maximum automated, user-friendly and beneficial for the clients.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            What are the benefits for your customers?
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                                            The important point is mass e-newsletters legality: in such a way your campaigns will stand out among widespread spam mailings. Make you customers informed and loyal – they will raise your sales up and make your business successful. Bulk mailing is the best and up-to-date way to inform customers about company news, personal discounts, and bonuses or tell other important information.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            How can bulk email marketing software influence your business?
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                                            There are several points to answer this question. First, bulk email software is rather cost-effective, you do not need to pay monthly fee like in web-service accounts. Second, Atomic products have user-friendly interface and clear settings. And the third main point is that bulk email marketing software can help you to influence company sales through email newsletters with your product ads.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            How to get started with using our products?
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                                            In order to start using any of Atomic software you need to download its trial version from our website and then purchase a registration key to get a license. 

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            Do you have to have special knowledge for using bulk email marketing software?
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                                            Our bulk marketing software is rather user-friendly, and even a beginner user can work with the application. It does not require special technical knowledge. As a result you can download, install and use email sender or email extractor in minutes.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            When can you expect to have results?
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                                            Email marketing much differs from spam email messages. If you expect to benefit from bulk email campaigns for your customers, you must remember about getting their consent before sending mailings. And of course be ready to email interesting and relevant information your clients really want and need to know.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            How can you try our products and decide if it's something you need?
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                                            Each program, either mass mailing software or email validation software, is available for download and testing its demo-version before deciding whether you have a demand in it and want to register the program.

                                                                                    

                                    

                                                                        
                                        
                                            What can you do if something doesn't go right?
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                                            Each program you download and install has a built-in User Manual with recommendation of usage and answers to frequently asked questions.Do not hesitate to contact our customer support if you have any questions about Atomic software.
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				Subscribe to our news				Subscribe to us and you will know about our latest updates and events as just they will be presented
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